The original publication of this paper contained an error in Lemma 2(g). The statement (which is used later in Theorem 6, Lemma 12, and Theorem 11) is false in general.
exists. We will show that s = w : t. Since
one can apply (Theorem 3.4 in [3] ). I.e., the parallel difference s ÷ t exists and
Hence, according to (Proposition 2.7 in [2] ) one obtain that
Since w k is almost dominated by t, it follows also that
Taking the supremum in k, s ÷ t ≥ w and
Consequently,
It remains only to show that sup k∈N D w k t = D w t. Observe first that the sequence (nw k ) k∈N is also monotonically nondecreasing, sup k∈N nw k = nw, and nw ≤ nαt. Consequently, we can take the supremum in k:
This gives immediately that sup k∈N D w k t ≥ D w t. Since the inequality w k ≤ w implies
for all k ∈ N, the proof is complete. 
